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This year has proven to be packed with a huge workload for all of us in
the wildlife rehab field in central Florida. The baby squirrels and
raccoons just kept arriving in huge numbers all winter and into the
spring, keeping all of us with full days and nights of feedings, laundry,
formula preparing, and fielding phone calls. During late March and
into April, we admitted otters, fawns, fledgling eagles, hawks, and owls.
The baby songbirds also began to arrive in numbers.
Our cover photos are of a river otter, Fancy, and a white tail deer fawn,
Sparkle. Please enjoy reading their stories in this latest volume of
Wildlife Tales.
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Arrivals and Releases

River Otter
On March 25, volunteer, Nathalie Barnhart, arrived at the Center with a young otter
who was not happy in the least to be rescued. It was necessary, however, as no mother otter was seen with her for some time, and the youngster was in danger roaming
about a neighborhood with cars and dogs.
Other than being hungry, the little otter was in good shape. We gave Nathalie the
honor of naming her, and she picked the name Fiona. Because the otter was old
enough, I was able to administer the recommended vaccinations on the following
day, protecting Fiona from deadly diseases. She also was given a week of treatment
for intestinal parasites and soon had an increased appetite and energy. From the very
first, Fiona did not enjoy being handled and was nippy; so we respected the fact that
she tolerated us, yet kept her wildness intact.
On April 2, we accepted a baby otter girl from another rehab facility in Gainesville,
FL. We were able to give the second otter her vaccinations on April 7, also protecting
her from diseases. We named the second otter Fancy. She would allow a little
stroking of her head but then would also give a nip to say, “That’s enough. I am not a
tame animal!”
On April 8, the two river otters were transferred to the Florida Wildlife Hospital in
Melbourne, FL. We were facing a short hospitalization on April 14 for Ron to have
his pacemaker and leads to his heart replaced; so we had to arrange for continued care
for the otter girls and several other patients. We greatly appreciate the kind folks at
Florida Wildlife Hospital for accepting these wonderful otters and continuing their
proper rehabilitation. Our fantastic volunteer transporters, Valerie and Gary Martin
were so nice to transport for us.

Fancy enjoyed her bowl of otter formula. We used Fox Valley
brand on which both otters thrived.
We also gave them fish-based cat
foods, and whole fish, which they
did not eat readily at first. I even
tried
cutting the fish into bite-sized
pieces, but it was just a matter of
their maturing a bit.
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Arrivals and Releases
Fiona (right) had many photos
taken while she was vocalizingusually warning us not to touch
her. This was just an otter being
the wild creature that she was,
and we did not try to make her
tame. She will later need her
wild instincts to survive in the
rivers and lakes of Florida.

Fiona (left) had her bed in a cardboard box in her
kennel. We gave her a furry toy animal and towel for
comfort.

Fancy (right) greedily drank all of her
formula with no coaxing.

(Left) After a bowl of formula, Fancy was
ready for a nap. She also enjoyed canned
fish cat food at this age but would have
nothing to do with the whole fish that
were offered. Fiona did not eat the fish
offered for two weeks, but then, she was
finally old enough to enjoy them. It must
be an acquired taste!
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Arrivals and Releases

White Tail Deer
On April 9, I received two telephone calls regarding fawns. I responded to the first one in the
morning which happened to be within a mile of the center. The fawn had pushed against a fence
and exhausted itself. When the homeowners found him, they could not get him to stand. Another
fawn the same size had run away down a path through the wooded lot. At first, I was also
unsuccessful in getting the youngster to stand up and thought that I would have to take him with
me. Once I carried him outside, however, he began to kick his legs vigorously. I told the people
that he may have rested enough from his ordeal, and we would see if he could run or walk down the
trail where the first fawn had gone. Once I set him on his legs, he immediately ran along the path
with no signs of distress or injury.
There were brush fires that day about 8-10 miles away which fire crews were desperately
attempting to contain. People called me regarding a small fawn that ran into their house when they
opened the front door. They thought that it may have become terrified from the wildfires. In this
neighborhood, I could not see a way to place the fawn where it would be safe and to reunite her
with the mother who was nowhere to be seen. It was a typical residential street with houses, cars,
and dogs. So this fawn, whom I named Sparkle, came back with me to the center for care. She had
a very good appetite and calmed down in the quiet of our enclosed porch area where we placed her
in a comfortable pet carrier.

Above: The baby
deer was very
content in her new
surroundings,
especially at
feeding times.
The little fawn was very easy to feed. In
this photo (above), I was giving her 4
ounces of warm goat milk.
Left: I posed with Sparkle after her late night feeding the
first day with us.
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Arrivals and Releases

Southern Flying Squirrels

In November, I received a monumental challenge from a miniscule baby flying
squirrel weighing 5 grams. The challenge was for me to save his life. I fed him
every 2 hours during the daytime and set my alarm for 3am during the night. As the
days passed by, I grew more and more confident that he would survive. After a few
weeks, I was able to feed him five times during the day and forgo the 3 am ordeal.
When he reached 10 grams in weight, I received another boy flyer which was 12
grams. After a five day waiting period to watch for diseases, I was able to place
them together, and yet another baby came in days later. She was also close to their
size and has been raised with the two boys. All three are now housed in an outdoor
enclosure and nearing a releasable size.

Photo above taken on Nov. 25, 2016: one
week later, he had good weight gain.
Photo above: tiny 5 gram baby boy flying squirrelNov. 18, 2016.
Photo left was taken on Dec.19,
2016-one month after he was
admitted for care. He had grown
beautiful fur, opened his eyes, and
was absolutely too cute for words.
At this age, he was fed four times
per day, and had two other flyers to
keep him company.
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Arrivals and Releases

Eastern Gray Squirrels

Although many successful releases of the gray squirrels in care have been completed,
we have continued to receive orphans throughout the winter months. All of our
surrogate squirrel parents have remained busy with no let up in sight. In January, we
began to receive neonate “pinkies” as they are called. When I asked for help from
fellow rehabilitator, Shirley Canon, also of Christmas, Fl, she kindly took all that she
could handle. When I still became overwhelmed with numbers of babies, many
volunteers pitched in to assist with the workload. I am so grateful to all of them who
patiently feed, clean, and love their baby squirrels and do such an excellent job, too.
Photo left: The precious baby gray squirrel weighed 13
grams when he arrived on Feb. 20. I have been raising
him myself and was on a tight schedule when he was
being fed 7am, 11 am, 3pm, 7pm, 11pm as everything had
to be accomplished within time frames between feedings.
Of course, there were many other mouths to feed as well,
formulas to make, laundry to wash, foods to purchase,
and so on. Our animals are cared for every day including
weekends and holidays so a total devotion to their needs
is all encompassing. It is very rewarding to save these
beautiful creatures.
Photo right: Here was my little guy on March 10. He still
had his eyes closed, but he was slowly growing a little fur.
At this stage, I was feeding him two and a half ccs of
squirrel formula four times a day; and he was gaining
weight rapidly. With gram scales, we weigh animals on a
regular basis, every day to every other day as time permits.
The weights are recorded on forms kept for each animal,
and we are able to feed the proper amounts of formula per
available feeding charts.
Photo left taken on
Mar. 19, 2017. He
was really growing
well and a second
gray squirrel boy
came in that was the
same size; so they
were housed
together after the
customary waiting
time to watch for
signs of disease such
as upper respiratory.
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Above: The same baby on April 9.

Arrivals and Releases
Photo right: Here are two babies who
recently opened their eyes to check
out this great big world of sights and
sounds. At this age, we keep them
on a heating pad and feed four times
per day. They already enjoy chewing
nuts but cannot swallow the pieces, so
they cannot receive nourishment from
whole foods at this age.

Photo left : Recently, volunteer, Leslie Johnson, and
I released 30 of the gray squirrels that she had raised.
We had a secluded wooded area where we had
permission to release them safely. Unlike many
rehabilitators in northern states, where animals must
be kept in care over the winter, we are able to release
throughout most of the year. Of course, we hold off for
cold snaps, hurricanes, and the like, but we are
fortunate to have many good months available to set
animals free.

Photo right : Ron Hardee at age 73 years young,
hung 8 outdoor squirrel boxes built by Marshall
Wolfe, center volunteer. Hanging the boxes
entails extending the heavy ladder to a proper
length, placing it against a chosen branch,
grasping the heavy wooden box by its chains,
climbing up the ladder, and securing the chains
over a sturdy branch. Then Ron climbs down,
pulls the ladder away from the branch, and
lowers it. This process was repeated for each of
the 8 boxes. It is because of these types of
activities that our doctors are likely to be met
with a chuckle when they ask if we are getting
exercise!
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Virginia Opossums

Arrivals and Releases

In March, as expected, cute baby opossums began to arrive; most were survivors of
car collisions which killed the mothers. Thankfully, kind people rescued the living
babies, sometimes from the pouch of the deceased mothers.

A tiny baby opossum arrived for care and was fed
with a tube. She is doing very well.

This young opossum stayed on the
“porch” of a squirrel bed box all day
where he curled up to sleep.

Avian Patients
Left: A barn swallow came
in with an injured wing.

Left: A female pileated woodpecker
recovered from a wing injury and
was successfully released (above).
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Above: A pigeon came in
with a fractured leg. After
a few weeks in a bandage,
she healed completely and
was released.

Wildlife Enjoy Treats Provided By Human Friends

A male cardinal was eating sunflower seeds.

Above: A yellow bellied sapsucker enjoyed
an apple
Right: a catbird perched on his apple prior to feasting.

Even a gray
squirrel had
a feast of
a delicious
apple.

A robin quenched his thirst at one of our bird
baths.
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Arrivals and Releases

American Bald Eagle

Wildlife Center volunteers, Esther Plummer, Lindy Williams, and her daughter, Lindsay Williams,
rescued four eagles at separate locations in April. They transported the birds to the Florida Audubon
Center for Birds of Prey either the night of the rescues or the following day. In all four cases, the
young eagles were in trouble and would not have survived without human intervention.
Tragically, one did not survive. Our Center is the only one in this area which has volunteers who
will go on rescues “after hours”. We are fortunate to have such dedicated individuals willing to
work such long hours-they are quite remarkable.
Left: Lindsay Williams arrived at the Center
for Birds of Prey with the juvenile rescued
eagle. She is very adept at catching them!

Right: When Lindy and Lindsay arrived on scene, the
eagle had perched on the steering wheel of a riding
lawn mower in the homeowner’s garage. Just when
you think that you’ve seen it all!
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Arrivals and Releases

Raccoons
Since January, our Center has admitted more than 40 raccoons for care, most of them
small babies. We have 10 volunteers listed on our Florida wildlife rehab permit, the
maximum allowed. These volunteers may legally raise orphaned animals in their
homes, and it is a real life saver to have this capability because the volume of
incoming patients is so great. Once the youngsters are weaned, they can be brought
to the Center to complete the rearing process in an outdoor enclosure until released.
Besides purchasing formulas, we also buy vaccines and inoculate all young
raccoons with three sets of shots. Those too young to receive their shots are housed
away from other raccoons for 30 days to prevent the spread of distemper and parvo.
It is quite a demanding procedure, but we have had a very high success rate by
following this protocol.
Left: Two babies were admitted with their
eyes not yet open. They were housed
indoors in a pet carrier on a
heating pad and given raccoon formula
- four feedings per day.

Right: An older juvenile raccoon was enjoying his
meal of puppy chow and grapes in an outdoor enclosure.

Left: A group off four “bottle babies” look for
their next meal. For nursing baby raccoons,
we use Fox Valley brand raccoon formula.
They develop very well on it, and they like
the taste, which is also important.
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Wildlife Center Volunteers & Friends

Esther and Wallace Plummer took a minute out
from their busy schedule to pick up supplies and
give Scruffy, the dog, a little back rub.

Dr. David Jourdenais examined a raccoon
for us at Geneva Oaks Animal Hospital.

Above: Ethel Huggins brought several weaned
squirrels to the Center to be housed in a large
outdoor enclosure until release.
Left: Nathalie Barnhart brought otter, Fiona, to
the Center after she was caught wandering in a
neighborhood without her mother.
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Wildlife Center Volunteers

My grandson, Alden Hardee, and my son, Wayne
Hardee, come out on some weekends to help with
heavy duty chores.

Valerie and Gary Martin have been so gracious
to assist with transporting animals for us.
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Volunteer, Tom Capellini, has been helping
us for years.

Ron Hardee posed with two tiny baby
raccoons that a trapper had brought to us.

Wildlife Center Volunteers

Marshall Wolfe has been so kind to build
bed boxes, climbing cages, and complete
repairs.

Volunteer, Terri White, was placing some of her handraised raccoons in an outdoor enclosure at the Center.
In April, Terri rescued a newly hatched American
kestrel, which some people had found in their yard.
Once we received the call, Terri quickly responded
to pick up the bird and drove it to the Birds of Prey
Center-all of this during nightime hours.

Lindy Williams posed with one of many baby
squirrels this spring.

Foster parents, John and Amy Cantalupo, came by
to release some of their hand-raised squirrels.
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WISH LIST
Foods: Dry Pedigree, Purina, or Science Diet Puppy for the baby raccoons,
unsalted, roasted peanuts, shelled pecans, any unshelled nuts, wild bird and
sunflower seeds, any brands of dry dog or cat foods. We use lots of red seedless
grapes, tomatoes, squash, corn on the cob, cukes, apples, pears, peaches, and sweet
potatoes for the raccoons and squirrels.
Supplies for baby animal care: Charmin bath tissue and Viva paper towels for
gently wiping the babies’ bottoms, electric cup warmers, heating pads that do not
turn off automatically-they must stay on! We use lots of infant receiving blankets
and fleece items.
Cleaning supplies: paper towels, especially Bounty, unscented liquid laundry
detergent and unscented dryer softener sheets, black, heavy duty trash bags with
drawstrings, liquid dish soap, liquid hand soap, spray cleaners such as “409” or
Lysol, Pine Sol cleaner for floors, liquid bleach.
Monetary Donations are always necessary to supply the vaccines, foods, formulas,
and equipment required to “do the job.” We really appreciate all of our
wonderful members who have supported this work.
The Wildlife Rehabilitation Center of Central Florida is an IRS registered 501(c)3 organization.
All donations are tax deductible. A copy of the official registration and financial information may
be obtained from the Division of Consumer Services by calling toll free within the state, 1-800435-7352.. This does not imply endorsement or approval by the state of Florida. Tax exempt #
59-3130774
If you include the Wildlife Rehabilitation Center of Central Florida in your will, please be
sure to use the legal name and address of our Center as listed in this newsletter.

My tiny flyer boy after a few weeks in care.
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Thank You To The Following:
We wish to thank dear friends of the wildlife,
Wayne and Linda Boyd, for their kind and generous support
over many years. They have helped us to save countless lives.
We thank the dedicated staff of Disney’s Animal Kingdom- Hospital Manager,
Lori Grady, and all of the DAK animal keepers and interns who assist the
wildlife. Our friends at DAK have done so much to support the care of many
injured and orphaned wild animals.
A thanks goes to the following vets and their staff: Countryside Vet Clinic-Dr.
Amy Charlton; East Orlando Animal Hospital-Dr. Kerry Jackson, Mayfair
Animal Hospital-Dr. Whaley. All of these dedicated veterinarians and their
wonderful staff have assisted the Wildlife Center in many waysthank you for caring.
Thank you to the staff of Sea World, Orlando, for their
assistance in accepting injured water birds, sandhill cranes, and turtles for
treatment.
We wish to thank the nice folks at Elizabeth Morse Genius Foundation for their
support over the years.
We are grateful for the assistance received from Dr. David Jourdenais, Geneva
Oaks Animal Hospital. He has provided examinations, x-rays, and surgeries to
our wildlife patients at no charge for more than 20 years.
A thank you goes out to the officers of the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
for their caring and concern in protecting the wild animals that we love.
A Big Thank You to Osceola and Seminole County Animal Control staff who have gone above
and beyond in saving the lives of so many injured and orphaned wildlife. They have worked
very closely with our volunteers, and we appreciate all that they have done for us and for the
animals.

Thanks to Dr. Jane Fishman Leon for her assistance and support.
Thanks, Publix on Alafaya Trail at Eastwood for the fresh produce, BJs Lake
Underhill for the bakery items, and thank you to longtime friends at WinnDixie for the dog and cat foods.
Thanks to Johnny Metcalf, James Johnson, and John Rogers for assisting us with
releases. You have helped us so much, and we do appreciate it.
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Thank You To The Following:
Wildlife Center Volunteers

Thank you, Marshall Wolfe, for building climbing cages and bed boxes for the squirrels and
for completing various repairs at the Center. Over the winter, Marshall built 8 more outdoor
squirrel boxes to hang in the trees for squirrels that had been released as well as three more
for the flying squirrels. He is a dear friend.
Our volunteers who field phone calls, are vaccinated for rabies
prevention, care for a wide variety of species, and transport as needed: Bill and Leslie
Johnson, Lindy and Lindsay Williams, Terri White, Jennifer Fletcher Odum, and
Esther & Wallace Plummer. Thanks!
Volunteer raccoon moms: Nathalie Barnhart, Stacy Russo, Jennifer Rosenfeldt,
and Thressa Jones
Volunteer squirrel parents: Donna Holly, John & Amy Cantalupo, Iris and Bob Reynolds,
Luanne Smith, Becky & Gene Fry, Mike Melone, Ethel Huggins, Kelly Duboise, Brooke Arnez
On site helpers, Tom Capellini and Joyce Hacker.
A big THANKS also to the volunteer transporters: Wayne Koladey, Frankie Thompson,
Valerie Clark, Jack & Sandy Juba, Becky Hopson, Mary Ann Rouch, Lou Ann Smith,
Valerie & Gary Martin, and Lee Day.
We wish to thank Ron’s brother, Jack Hardee, for helping us with many hours of work on the
website, computer problems, and the newsletter.
I would like to thank our son, Wayne Hardee, and grandson, Alden Hardee, for
their help completing repairs, cage cleaning, yard work, and many projects here on site.

Releasing wildlife sometimes takes an unexpected turn as
on the day when Marshall Wolfe and I were trying to get
squirrels to leave their release boxes. One overly friendly
squirrel leaped on Marshall, who took it all in stride as
the little rodent proceeded to climb up to Marshall’s back.
The squirrel finally jumped off as we all had a good laugh.
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DONATE

BECOME A MEMBER — Members receive the newsletter for one year. Issues full of stories and updates on all
of your wild animal friends! Donations of $50+ also receive a beautiful 8x10 full-color photo, suitable for framing.

Please notify us of address changes-bulk mail is not forwarded to you or returned to us. ***
Your membership expiration date is listed on your mailing label. ***Thanks for your support!

 Individual ($20)
 Family ($25)
 Business ($100 - $999)
 Corporate ($1000+)
 Other $_____________
APRIL 2017 Newsletter
Thank you for your support!

Please fill in the following if the newsletters are to be mailed to an address different from that on your check:
NAME ____________________________________________________
STREET ADDRESS___________________________________________
CITY/STATE/ZIP________________________________________________________________________
PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: Wildlife Rehabilitation Center of Central Florida (or WRC)
MAIL TO: 21117 Reindeer Road, Christmas, FL 32709 PHONE: 407-568-3200
Or Join on line at our web site by using a credit card payment. Donations are tax deductible.

